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SIGN PATTERNS OF THE LIOUVILLE AND MO¨BIUS FUNCTIONS
KAISA MATOMA¨KI, MAKSYM RADZIWI L L, AND TERENCE TAO
Abstract. Let λ and µ denote the Liouville andMo¨bius functions respectively. Hilde-
brand showed that all eight possible sign patterns for pλpnq, λpn ` 1q, λpn` 2qq occur
infinitely often. By using the recent result of the first two authors on mean values of
multiplicative functions in short intervals, we strengthen Hildebrand’s result by prov-
ing that each of these eight sign patterns occur with positive lower natural density. We
also obtain an analogous result for the nine possible sign patterns for pµpnq, µpn` 1qq.
A new feature in the latter argument is the need to demonstrate that a certain random
graph is almost surely connected.
1. Introduction
In this paper we strengthen some results on the sign patterns of the Liouville function
λ, as well as obtain new results on the Mo¨bius function µ.
We begin with the Liouville function. It will be convenient (particularly in the com-
binatorial arguments used to prove our main theorems) to introduce the following no-
tation.
Definition 1.1 (Liouville sign pattern). Let k, l be non-negative integers, and let n be
an integer. Let ǫ´k . . . ǫl be a string of k ` l ` 1 symbols from the alphabet t`,´, ˚u.
We write
n ÞÑ ǫ´k ¨ ¨ ¨ _ǫ0 . . . ǫl (1.1)
if n ą k, λpn ` iq “ `1 for all ´k ď i ď l with ǫi “ `, and λpn ` iq “ ´1 for all
´k ď i ď l with ǫi “ ´. We write the negation of (1.1) as
n ­ÞÑ ǫ´k ¨ ¨ ¨ _ǫ0 . . . ǫl
The symbol _ is only present in the above notation as a positional marker (analogous
to a decimal point in decimal notation) and has no further significance.
Example 1.2. The claim
n ÞÑ ´˚_``
is equivalent to the assertion that n ą 2, λpn´2q “ ´1, λpnq “ `1, and λpn`1q “ `1,
but makes no claim about the value of λpn´ 1q.
In this notation, a well-known conjecture of Chowla [4] can now be phrased as follows:
Conjecture 1.3 (Chowla). For any k ě 1 and signs ǫ1, . . . , ǫk P t´1,`1u, the set of
natural numbers n for which
n ÞÑ_ǫ1 . . . ǫk
has natural density 1
2k
(that is, the density of this set in r1, xs converges to 1{2k in the
limit xÑ8).
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For k “ 1, this claim is equivalent to the prime number theorem, but for k ą 1
Chowla’s conjecture remains open. For k ď 3, we have the following partial result of
Hildebrand [11]:
Theorem 1.4 (Hildebrand). For any k “ 1, 2, 3 and signs ǫ1, . . . , ǫk P t´,`u, the claim
n ÞÑ_ǫ1 . . . ǫk
occurs for infinitely many n.
Hildebrand’s method was elementary, relying on an ad hoc combinatorial analysis
that relied primarily on the multiplicative properties of λ at the small primes 2, 3, 5. In
this paper, we combine the methods of Hildebrand with a recent result of the first two
authors [12] to improve this result as follows.
Definition 1.5. A property P pnq of an integer n is said to hold with positive lower
natural density if
lim inf
xÑ8
1
x
ÿ
nďx:P pnq
1 ą 0.
Theorem 1.6 (Liouville patterns of length three). For any k “ 1, 2, 3 and signs
ǫ1, . . . , ǫk P t´,`u, the claim
n ÞÑ_ǫ1 . . . ǫk
occurs with positive lower natural density.
As with Hildebrand’s arguments, our arguments extend to other completely multi-
plicative functions f taking values in ´1,`1 than λ, provided that f agrees with λ at
the primes 2, 3, 5 and obeys a prime number theorem in arithmetic progressions for any
modulus dividing 60. We leave the details of this generalisation to the interested reader.
As it turns out, the most difficult sign patterns to handle for Theorem 1.6 are ```
and ´ ´ ´. The problem is that the Liouville function λpnq could potentially behave
like fpnqχ3pnq for almost all n that are not multiples of 3, where χ3 is the primitive
Dirichlet character of conductor 3 (thus χ3p3n ` 1q “ 1 and χ3p3n ` 2q “ ´1 for all
n) and f : N Ñ t´1,`1u is a function that changes sign very rarely. In such a case,
the sign patterns ` ` ` and ´ ´ ´ will almost never occur. Fortunately, the results
in [12] preclude this scenario; the main difficulty is then to show that this is essentially
the only scenario that could eliminate the ``` or ´´´ patterns almost completely.
Remark 1.7. Strictly speaking, our arguments do not yield an explicit bound on the
lower natural density, because we rely on Banach limits to simplify the presentation of
the argument. However, we believe that one could extract an effective lower bound on
the density if required by avoiding the use of Banach limits, and keeping track of all
error terms without passing to an asymptotic limit.
Remark 1.8. In [3] it was shown that pλpnq, λpn` rq, λpn` 2rq, λpn` 3rqq attains all
sixteen sign patterns in t´1,`1u4 infinitely often, if n ranges over the natural numbers
and r ranges over a bounded set. It is plausible that using arguments similar to the ones
here, one can show that these sixteen sign patterns also occur for n in a set of positive
lower density. Note also from recent results on linear equations in the Liouville function
(see [6, Proposition 9.1], together with the companion results in [7] and [8]) that for
any fixed k ě 1, the tuple pλpnq, . . . , λpn` pk ´ 1qrqq is asymptotically equidistributed
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in t´1,`1uk if n, r range uniformly over (say) rx, 2xs for some large x going to infinity;
see also [5] for a recent generalization of these sorts of results to other linear forms and
to more general bounded multiplicative functions. It may be, in light of the results in
[12], that one can obtain a similar equidistribution result with r restricted to a much
smaller range that grows arbitrarily slowly with x, but we do not pursue this matter
here.
We now turn to the Mo¨bius function µ. This function takes values in t´1, 0,`1u
rather than t´1, 1u, and the presence of the additional 0 significantly complicates the
analysis. Nevertheless, we can show an analogue for Theorem 1.6 for k “ 1, 2 only:
Theorem 1.9 (Mo¨bius patterns of length two). For any k “ 1, 2 and ǫ1, . . . , ǫk P
t´1, 0,`1u, the claim
pµpnq, . . . , µpn` k ´ 1qq “ pǫ1, . . . , ǫkq
occurs with positive lower natural density.
The difficult case of this theorem occurs when k “ 2 and ǫ1, ǫ2 P t`1,´1u. Suppose
for instance that we wanted to show that pµpnq, µpn ` 1qq “ p`1,´1q occurred with
positive lower natural density. In the case of the Liouville function, one could show (as
was done in [12]) that if the analogous claim pλpnq, λpn ` 1qq “ p`1,´1q occurs with
zero density, then there would often exist long chains n, n` 1, . . . , n` h of consecutive
natural numbers on which λ was constant, which is in contradiction with the results
in [12]. This argument no longer works in the case of the Mo¨bius function, due to
the large number of zeroes of this function (for instance, the zeroes at the multiples
of four). To get around this, one needs to replace the chains n, n ` 1, . . . , n ` h by
more complicated paths of nearby natural numbers, necessitating the analysis of the
connectivity properties of a certain random graph, which will be done in Sections 6,
7. The further study of this random graph (or similar such graphs) may have some
further applications; in particular, one may hope to use expansion properties of this
graph to make progress towards the k “ 2 case of the Chowla conjecture (Conjecture
1.3). In fact by pursuing this direction further, the third author has recently shown that
a logarithmic form of Chowla’s conjecture holds, and consequently that the logarithmic
density of integers n for which pµpnq, µpn` 1qq “ pε1, ε2q exists (see [14]).
2. Asymptotic probability
When dealing with natural densities, there is the minor technical difficulty that the
lower and upper natural densities for a given set of integers need not match, leading to
a breakdown of additivity of density in these situations. To get around this problem we
shall use the (artificial) device of Banach limits.
Let P0pnq be a property of the natural numbers that holds with zero lower natural
density. In particular, we can find a sequence xi of real numbers going to infinity such
that
1
xi
ÿ
nďxi:P0pnq
1 ď 2´i
for all i. This implies that ÿ
1
i
xiďnďxi:P0pnq
1
n
ď i2´i.
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In particular
1
log i
ÿ
1
i
xiďnďxi:P0pnq
1
n
Ñ 0
as iÑ8. Henceforth we fix the sequence xi with this property.
Next, define a Banach limit to be a linear functional LIM : ℓ8pNq Ñ R from bounded
sequences paiq8i“1 of real numbers to the real numbers with the property that
lim inf
iÑ8
ai ď LIMpaiq8i“1 ď lim sup
iÑ8
ai
for all bounded sequences paiq8i“1; in particular, LIMpaiq8n“1 “ limiÑ8 ai when ai is
convergent. As is well known, the existence of a Banach limit is guaranteed by the
Hahn-Banach theorem, or by the existence of non-principal ultrafilters on the natural
numbers. Henceforth we will fix1 a single Banach limit LIM.
Given a property P pnq of an integer n, we define the asymptotic probability that P pnq
occurs to be the quantity
LIM
¨
˝ 1
log i
ÿ
1
i
xiďnďxi:P pnq
1
n
˛
‚
8
i“1
,
and say that P pnq holds asymptotically almost surely (or a.a.s. for short) if its asymp-
totic probability is 1. Thus, for instance, with LIM and xi as above, the property P0pnq
is asymptotically almost surely false.
Note that as LIM is linear, asymptotic probability obeys all the axioms of finitely
additive probability. For instance, if P pnq and Qpnq are properties with Q holding
asymptotically almost surely, then the asymptotic probability of P pnq is equal to the
asymptotic probability of P pnq ^Qpnq.
We will call a quantity fixed if it does not depend on the parameter i. Since xi Ñ 8, it
is clear that for any fixed constant C ą 0, one has n ą C a.a.s.. (This does not contradict
the finite nature of n, because our probability measure is only finitely additive, rather
than countably additive.)
In view of the above construction, we see that Theorem 1.6 follows from
Theorem 2.1. Fix a sequence xi Ñ 8 and a Banach limit LIM. For any k “ 1, 2, 3
and signs ǫ1, . . . , ǫk P t´,`u, the claim
n ÞÑ_ǫ1 . . . ǫk (2.1)
occurs with positive asymptotic probability.
Indeed, if (2.1) occurs with zero natural density, one obtains a contradiction to The-
orem 2.1 after selecting xi as discussed in the start of the section, with P0 taken to be
the property (2.1). Similarly, Theorem 1.9 follows from
1Strictly speaking, this means that we are assuming the axiom of choice (or at least the ultrafilter
lemma) in our arguments. However, if desired, it is a routine matter to rewrite the arguments below in
terms of limit superior and limit inferior instead of Banach limits and replacing additivity by subad-
ditivity or superadditivity as appropriate, so that the axiom of choice is no longer required. We leave
the details of this modification of the argument to the interested reader.
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Theorem 2.2. Fix a sequence xi Ñ8 and a Banach limit LIM. For any k “ 1, 2 and
ǫ1, . . . , ǫk P t´1, 0,`1u, the claim
pµpnq, . . . , µpn` k ´ 1qq “ pǫ1, . . . , ǫkq (2.2)
occurs with positive asymptotic probability.
Henceforth the sequence xi Ñ 8 and Banach limit LIM will be fixed, and this fact
will be omitted from the explicit formulation of all the propositions below. (Thus,
for instance, with this convention the first sentence of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 would be
deleted.)
We now set out some basic rules for manipulating asymptotic probability, beyond the
laws of finitely additive probability. The first rule allows one to make linear changes of
variable.
Lemma 2.3 (Linear change of variable). Let P pnq be a property of integers n. Then
for any natural number q and integer r, the asymptotic probability of P pqn` rq is equal
to q times the asymptotic probability of “P pnq and n “ r mod q”.
Note that the q “ 1 case of Lemma 2.3 gives translation invariance: the asymptotic
probability of P pnq is equal to the asymptotic probability of P pn ` hq for any fixed h.
Another useful corollary of Lemma 2.3 is that if r1, . . . , rq is any fixed set of represen-
tatives of residues modulo q, then P pnq holds a.a.s. if and only if P pqn` rq holds a.a.s.
for each r “ r1, . . . , rq.
Proof. Let C be a large constant depending on q, r. By deleting an event of asymptotic
probability zero, we may assume that P pnq only holds for n ą C. For sufficiently large
C, this implies that if P pqn` rq holds, then 1
n
“ p1` op1qq q
qn`r where op1q goes to zero
as C Ñ8, and thus on making the change of variables m “ qn` r,ÿ
1
i
xiďnďxi
P pqn`rq
1
n
“ p1` op1qqq
ÿ
q
i
xi`rďmďqxi`r
P pmq and m“r mod q
1
m
.
Also, we have ÿ
q
i
xi`rďmďqxi`r:P pmq and m“r mod q
1
m
“
ÿ
1
i
xiďmďxi:P pmq and m“r mod q
1
m
`OC,qp1q
for a quantity OC,qp1q bounded in magnitude by a function of C and q. Dividing by
log i, we conclude that
1
log i
ÿ
1
i
xiďnďxi:P pqn`rq
1
n
“ p1` op1qqq 1
log i
ÿ
1
i
xiďnďxi:P pnq
1
n
` OC,qp1q
log i
,
and on taking Banach limits and then sending C to infinity, we obtain the claim. 
Now we encode some known facts about the Liouville and Mo¨bius function in this
language. From the prime number theorem in arithmetic progressions we have
lim
xÑ8
1
x
ÿ
nďx
λpqn` rq “ 0
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for any q ě 1 and r P Z, and thus by summation by parts
lim
xÑ8
1
log x
ÿ
nďx
λpqn` rq
n
“ 0.
Similarly for the Mo¨bius function. We conclude:
Proposition 2.4. Let q ě 1 and r P Z. Then the assertions λpqn ` rq “ `1 and
λpqn`rq “ ´1 (or in the notation of this paper, qn`r ÞÑ_` and qn`r ÞÑ_´) each occur
with asymptotic probability 1{2. Also, the assertions µpqn`rq “ `1 and µpqn`rq “ ´1
occur with equal asymptotic probability.
This immediately gives the k “ 1 case of Theorem 2.1. Since µ2 has density
1
ζp2q “
6
π2
“ 0.6079 . . . ,
we also know that µ2pnq “ 1 with asymptotic probability 1
ζp2q , and hence by the above
proposition the three events µpnq “ `1, µpnq “ 0, µpnq “ ´1 occur with asymptotic
probability 1
2ζp2q , 1 ´ 1ζp2q , 12ζp2q respectively. Thus we also obtain the k “ 1 case of
Theorem 2.2.
From Proposition 2.4 and the Chinese remainder theorem, we also see that for any
fixed w, the asymptotic probability that µpn ` 1q “ `1 and n is not divisible by p2
for any p ď w is equal to the asymptotic probability that µpn ` 1q “ ´1 and n is not
divisible by p2 for any p ď w. Taking limits as w Ñ 8 (noting that the asymptotic
probability that n is divisible by p2 for some p ą w is Op1{wq), one concludes that
the the pair pµpnq, µpn` 1qq takes the values p0,`1q and p0,´1q with equal asymptotic
probability, and similarly takes the values p`1, 0q and p´1, 0q with equal asymptotic
probability. Also, standard sieve theory arguments also show that the event µ2pnq “
µ2pn ` 1q “ `1 (which is excluding two residue classes modulo p2 for each prime p)
occurs with asymptotic probability
c :“
ź
p
ˆ
1´ 2
p2
˙
“ 0.3226 . . . (2.3)
and hence by inclusion-exclusion, pµpnq, µpn`1qq takes the value p0, 0q with asymptotic
probability
1´ 2
ζp2q ` c “ 0.1067 . . . .
Further inclusion-exclusion then shows pµpnq, µpn ` 1qq takes each of the four values
p`1, 0q, p´1, 0q, p0,`1q, p0,´1q with asymptotic probability
1
2
p 1
ζp2q ´ cq “ 0.1426 . . . .
This gives all the cases of Theorem 2.2 except for those in which k “ 2 and pǫ1, ǫ2q “
p`1,`1q, p`1,´1q, p´1,`1q, p´1,´1q, the treatment of which we defer to Sections 5-7.
Recently, the first two authors [12] established (among other things) that
lim sup
XÑ8
1
X
ÿ
Xďxď2X
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ1
h
ÿ
xďnďx`h
λpnq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď cphq
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for any h ě 1 some quantity cphq that goes to zero as h Ñ 8, and similarly with λ
replaced by µ. From summation by parts this implies that
lim sup
xÑ8
1
log x
ÿ
nďx
1
n
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ1
h
hÿ
j“0
λpn` jq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď cphq
and thus
Theorem 2.5 (Liouville or Mo¨bius in short intervals). For any ε ą 0 and any h that
is sufficiently large depending on ε, one hasˇˇˇ
ˇˇ hÿ
j“0
λpn` jq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď εh
with asymptotic probability at least 1´ ε. Similarly with λ replaced by µ.
The above results also hold when the Liouville function is twisted by a fixed real
Dirichlet character:
Theorem 2.6 (Twisted Liouville or Mo¨bius in short intervals). Let χ be a fixed real
Dirichlet character. For any ε ą 0 and any sufficiently large h, one hasˇˇˇ
ˇˇ hÿ
j“0
λpn ` jqχpn` jq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď εh
with asymptotic probability at least 1´ ε. Similarly with λ replaced by µ.
This result was recently extended to the case of complex Dirichlet characters in [13,
Appendix A], but we will not need that extension here. Indeed, we will only need
Theorem 2.6 with χ the non-trivial character χ3 of period 3.
As already essentially observed in [12], Theorem 2.5 gives the k “ 2 case of Theorem
2.1:
Theorem 2.7. The assertions n ÞÑ _`´, n ÞÑ _´` hold with positive asymptotic prob-
ability, and the assertions n ÞÑ _``, n ÞÑ _´´ hold with asymptotic probability at least
1{6 each.
We remark that the second part of this theorem is essentially due to Harman, Pintz,
and Wolke [10].
Proof. We begin with the sign pattern
_`´. Assume for contradiction that n ÞÑ _`´
holds with zero asymptotic probability. By Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 2.3, the claims
n ÞÑ _`˚ and n ÞÑ _˚´ hold with asymptotic probability 1{2, so that _`` and _´´ hold
with asymptotic probability 1{2. Hence n ÞÑ _´` holds with zero asymptotic probability.
In other words, we have λpn`1q “ λpnq a.a.s., hence by Lemma 2.3 and finite additivity
we have for any fixed h that λpnq “ λpn`1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λpn`hq a.a.s.. But this contradicts
Theorem 2.5 if h is large enough.
The same argument also works for the sign pattern
_´`. Now we consider the sign
pattern
_``. From Proposition 2.4 and inclusion-exclusion, the sign pattern _´´ occurs
with the same asymptotic probability as
_``. Thus it suffices to show that λpnq “ λpn`
1q holds with asymptotic probability at least 1{3. But from the pigeonhole principle,
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at least one of λp2n` 1q “ λp2nq, λp2n` 2q “ λp2n` 1q, and λp2nq “ λp2n` 2q must
hold for any n, which implies that the asymptotic probabilities of λp2n ` 1q “ λp2nq,
λp2n ` 2q “ λp2n ` 1q, and λpn ` 1q “ λpnq add up to at least 1. On the other hand,
from Lemma 2.3 we see that the asymptotic probability of λpn`1q “ λpnq is the average
of the asymptotic probabilities of λp2n ` 1q “ λp2nq and λp2n ` 2q “ λp2n ` 1q, and
the claim follows. 
As essentially already observed by Hildebrand [11], a simple translation argument
then gives four of the eight subcases of the k “ 3 case of Theorem 2.1:
Corollary 2.8. The assertions n ÞÑ _``´, n ÞÑ _´``, n ÞÑ _`´´, n ÞÑ _´´` each
hold with positive asymptotic probability.
Proof. We show this for the sign pattern
_``´ only, as the other three cases are similar.
Suppose for contradiction that n ­ÞÑ _``´ a.a.s.. In particular, n ÞÑ _`` implies n`1 ÞÑ
_`` a.a.s.. Iterating this (using the translation invariance from Lemma 2.3), we see that
for any fixed h ě 1, n ÞÑ _`` implies that λpnq “ λpn ` 1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λpn ` hq “ `1
a.a.s., and hence by Theorem 2.7, one has λpnq “ λpn` 1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λpn` hq “ `1 with
asymptotic probability at least c for some c ą 0 independent of h. But this contradicts
Theorem 2.5 if h is chosen sufficiently large. 
The same argument, in combination with the remaining k “ 3 cases of Theorem 2.1
that we will handle shortly, show that the k “ 4 case of Theorem 2.1 holds for the
sign patterns
_```´, _´```, _´´´`, and _`´´´. However, there does not seem to
be a similarly simple argument to handle the remaining twelve sign patterns of length
4. For longer patterns, we have the following partial results (the first of which relies
on Theorem 2.1). For technical reasons, these partial results seem to be limited to the
category of positive upper density rather than positive lower density.
Proposition 2.9. Let k ě 3.
(i) There are at least k ` 5 sign patterns ǫ1 . . . ǫk P t´,`uk such that n ÞÑ _ǫ1 . . . ǫk
occurs with positive upper density.
(ii) If k is even, then there exists a sign pattern ǫ1 . . . ǫk P t´,`uk with exactly k{2 `
signs and k{2 ´ signs such that n ÞÑ _ǫ1 . . . ǫk occurs with positive upper density.
Proof. We claim that it suffices to establish (i) and (ii) with “positive upper density”
replaced by “positive asymptotic probability”. Suppose for instance that the claim (i)
failed, then there is a subset S of t´,`uk consisting of at most k ` 4 sign patterns
such that n ÞÑ _ǫ1 . . . ǫk occurs with zero upper density for any ǫ1 . . . ǫk outside of S. As
upper density is subadditive (in contrast to lower density, which is superadditive), we
conclude that outside of a set of zero upper density (and hence zero lower density), one
has n ÞÑ _ǫ1 . . . ǫk for some sign pattern in S. Taking Banach limits as before, we can
locate a sequence xi and a Banach limit such that n ÞÑ _ǫ1 . . . ǫk for some sign pattern in
S a.a.s.. Taking contrapositives, we see that (i) follows from the asymptotic probability
version of (i). The argument for (ii) is similar and is left to the reader.
We now prove (i) (with “positive upper density” replaced by “positive asymptotic
probability”) by induction on k. The case k “ 3 follows from Theorem 2.1. Now suppose
for sake of contradiction that k ě 4, and that n ÞÑ _ǫ1 . . . ǫk´1 with positive asymptotic
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probability for at least k ` 4 sign patterns of length k ´ 1, but that n ÞÑ _ǫ1 . . . ǫk with
positive asymptotic probability for at most k ` 4 sign patterns of length k. Since each
sign pattern of length k´1 that occurs with positive asymptotic probability has to have
at least one extension to a sign pattern of length k that occurs with positive asymptotic
probability, we conclude that there must exist a function ǫk : t´,`uk´1 Ñ t´,`u such
that
n ÞÑ _ǫ1 . . . ǫk´1 ùñ n ÞÑ _ǫ1 . . . ǫk´1ǫkpǫ1, . . . , ǫk´1q
occurs a.a.s.. The map pǫ1, . . . , ǫk´1q ÞÑ pǫ2, . . . , ǫk´1, ǫkpǫ1, . . . , ǫk´1qq on the finite set
t´,`uk´1 is clearly periodic, and hence on iterating the above implication (and using
the translation invariance provided by Lemma 2.3) there exists a natural number q such
that
λpn ` qq “ λpnq
a.a.s.. By Lemma 2.3 this implies that λpqn ` qq “ λpqnq a.a.s., and hence by multi-
plicativity λpn` 1q “ λpnq a.a.s., but this contradicts Theorem 2.7.
Now we prove (ii). By the pigeonhole principle, the claim is equivalent to showing
that
k´1ÿ
i“0
λpn` iq “ 0
with positive asymptotic probability. Suppose to the contrary that
k´1ÿ
i“0
λpn` iq ‰ 0
a.a.s.. Observe that the sum
řk´1
i“0 λpn ` iq is always even, and changes by at most 2
when one advances n to n`1. In particular, the sum řk´1i“0 λpn` iq does not change sign
a.a.s. when advancing from n to n` 1. Iterating this observation (using the translation
invariance provided by Lemma 2.3), we conclude that for any natural number H , it is
a.a.s. true that the sums
řk´1
i“0 λpn ` i` hq for h “ 0, . . . , H ´ 1 are all either at least
`2, or at most ´2. In particular, on summing in h, we conclude that the expression
k
k`H´1ÿ
i“0
λpn ` iq
is at least 2H ´ 2k, or at most ´2H ` 2k, a.a.s.. But this contradicts Theorem 2.5 if
H is large enough. 
Returning to Theorem 2.1, it remains to verify the k “ 3 cases for the sign patterns
n ÞÑ _```, n ÞÑ _´´´, n ÞÑ _`´`, n ÞÑ _´`´. We now address these cases in the next
two sections.
3. The
_``` case
We now verify Theorem 2.1 for the sign pattern n ÞÑ _```. The same argument
(flipping all the signs) applies to the sign pattern n ÞÑ _´´´, and is left to the reader2.
2Alternatively, one can observe that the only properties of λ used in these arguments are those given
by Proposition 2.4, Theorem 2.5, Theorem 2.6, that λ takes values in t´1,`1u, and that λppnq “ ´λpnq
for all n and p “ 2, 3, 5. All of these properties hold with λ replaced by ´λ, and so the arguments in
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Throughout this section we assume for sake of contradiction that Theorem 2.1 fails
for n ÞÑ _```. Thus we have
Hypothesis 3.1. We have n ­ÞÑ _``` a.a.s..
As remarked in the introduction, Hypothesis 3.1 is morally compatible with λ “pre-
tending” to be like the Dirichlet character χ3 of conductor 3, defined by setting χ3p3n`
1q “ `1, χ3p3n` 2q “ ´1, χ3p3nq “ 0 for any n.
The strategy will be to leverage Hypothesis 3.1, together with Lemma 2.3 and the
multiplicative nature of λ, to force λ to behave increasingly like χ3 in various senses,
until we can use Theorem 2.6 to obtain a contradiction.
We first give some simple consequences of Hypothesis 3.1 and Lemma 2.3.
Corollary 3.2. Asymptotically almost surely in n, the following claims hold.
(a) If n ÞÑ _`˚`, then n ÞÑ _`´`.
(a.2) If 2n ÞÑ _´˚˚˚´, then 2n ÞÑ _´˚`˚´.
(b) If n ÞÑ _``, then n ÞÑ ´_``´.
(b.3) If 3n ÞÑ _´˚˚´, then 3n ÞÑ `˚˚_´˚˚´˚˚`.
(b.5) If 5n ÞÑ _´˚˚˚˚´, then 5n ÞÑ `˚˚˚˚_´˚˚˚˚´˚˚˚˚`.
(c) If 3n ÞÑ _˚``, then 3n ÞÑ `˚˚_´``´˚˚`.
Proof. The claim (a) is immediate from Hypothesis 3.1. As λp2mq “ ´λpmq for all m,
that the claim (a.2) is equivalent to (a).
For (b), observe from Hypothesis 3.1 and Lemma 2.3 that n ­ÞÑ _``` and n ­ÞÑ `_``
a.a.s., giving the claim. The multiplicativity properties λp3mq “ ´λpmq and λp5mq “
´λpmq then give the claims (b.3) and (b.5) respectively.
Now we prove (c). Suppose 3n ÞÑ _˚``. From (b) and Lemma 2.3, we then have
3n ÞÑ _´``´ a.a.s.. The claim then follows from (b.3). 
The next implication is essentially due to Hildebrand [11].
Proposition 3.3. One has 15n ­ÞÑ `_˚` a.a.s..
Proof. We will restrict to the event 15n ÞÑ `_˚` and show that this leads a.a.s. to a
contradiction, giving the claim.
By hypothesis and Corollary 3.2(a) we have 15n ÞÑ `_´` a.a.s.. Since λp4mq “ λpmq,
we thus have
60n ÞÑ `˚˚˚_´˚˚˚`
a.a.s.. Clearly this implies
60n ­ÞÑ _`˚˚´``´˚˚`
so by Corollary 3.2(c) in the contrapositive (and Lemma 2.3) we have
60n ­ÞÑ _˚˚˚˚``
and thus
60n ÞÑ `˚˚˚_´˚˚˚`´
this section applied to ´λ handle the sign pattern n ÞÑ
_
´´´. Similarly for the arguments in the next
section.
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a.a.s.. A similar argument gives
60n ­ÞÑ ``˚˚˚_˚
and thus
60n ÞÑ ´`˚˚˚_´˚˚˚`´
a.a.s.. But from Corollary 3.2(b.5) and Lemma 2.3, we must then have
60n ÞÑ `˚˚˚˚_´˚˚˚˚´
a.a.s., giving the desired contradiction since λp60n ´ 5q cannot simultaneously be `1
and ´1. 
This gives us our first step towards demonstrating that λ “pretends to be like” χ3:
Corollary 3.4. We have λp15n` 1q “ ´λp15n´ 1q a.a.s..
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, we have λp15n ` 1q “ `1 and λp15n ´ 1q “ `1 with an
asymptotic probability of 1{2, while from Proposition 3.3 we have λp15n`1q “ λp15n´
1q “ `1 with asymptotic probability zero. The claim then follows from the inclusion-
exclusion principle. 
A variant of the above arguments gives
Proposition 3.5. One has 6n ­ÞÑ ´_`´ a.a.s..
Proof. As before, we restrict to the event 6n ÞÑ ´_`´ and show that this leads to a
contradiction a.a.s..
The multiplicativity property λp5mq “ ´λpmq for all m gives
30n ÞÑ `˚˚˚˚_´˚˚˚˚`.
In particular,
30n ­ÞÑ _`˚˚´``´˚˚`
and hence from Corollary 3.2(c) in the contrapositive (and Lemma 2.3) we have
30n ­ÞÑ _˚˚˚˚``
and hence
30n ÞÑ `˚˚˚˚_´˚˚˚´`
a.a.s.. A similar argument gives
30n ­ÞÑ ``˚˚˚_˚
and thus
30n ÞÑ `´˚˚˚_´˚˚˚´`
a.a.s. By two applications of Corollary 3.2(a.2) and Lemma 2.3, we then have
30n ÞÑ `´˚`˚_´˚`˚´`
a.a.s., and hence since λp2mq “ ´λpmq
λp15n´ 1q “ λp15n` 1q “ ´1,
but this contradicts Corollary 3.4 a.a.s.. 
Corollary 3.6. One has 3n ­ÞÑ ´_´´ a.a.s..
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Proof. We restrict to the event that 3n ÞÑ ´_´´. The multiplicativity property λp2mq “
´λpmq then gives
6n ÞÑ `˚_`˚`
and hence by two applications of Corollary 3.2(a) and Lemma 2.3 we have
6n ÞÑ `´_`´`
a.a.s.. But this contradicts Proposition 3.5 a.a.s.. 
Corollary 3.7. Asymptotically almost surely, we have λp6n´ 1q “ ´λp6n` 1q.
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, we have λp6n ´ 1q “ ´1 and λp6n ` 1q “ ´1 with an
asymptotic probability of 1{2 each. From Proposition 3.5, Corollary 3.6, and Lemma
2.3 we see that λp6n ´ 1q “ λp6n ` 1q “ ´1 holds with asymptotic probability zero.
The claim then follows from the inclusion-exclusion principle. 
Next, we work on improving Corollary 3.2(c).
Proposition 3.8. One has 9n` 3 ­ÞÑ _˚`` a.a.s..
Proof. We restrict to the event that 9n ` 3 ÞÑ _˚``. By Corollary 3.2(c) and Lemma
2.3 we then have
9n ` 3 ÞÑ `˚˚_´``´˚˚`
a.a.s.. Since λp2mq “ ´λpmq, we then have
18n` 9 ÞÑ `˚´_˚´˚`.
By Corollary 3.6 and Lemma 2.3 we thus have
18n` 9 ÞÑ `˚´_`´˚`
a.a.s.; since λp3mq “ ´λpmq, we then have
6n ` 3 ÞÑ ´_´´
which by Corollary 3.6 and Lemma 2.3 leads to a contradiction a.a.s.. 
Proposition 3.9. Asymptotically almost surely, the claim 9n ÞÑ _˚`` implies 6n´3 ÞÑ
_˚``, and similarly 9n´ 3 ÞÑ _˚`` implies 6n ÞÑ _˚``.
Proof. Let us first restrict to the event that 9n ÞÑ _˚``. By Corollary 3.2(c) and Lemma
2.3, we then have
9n ÞÑ `˚˚_´``´˚˚`
a.a.s.. Since λp2mq “ ´λpmq, this implies
18n ÞÑ ´˚˚˚˚˚_`˚´˚´.
From Corollary 3.6 and Lemma 2.3 we a.a.s. have
18n ­ÞÑ _˚˚´´´
and hence
18n ÞÑ ´˚˚˚˚˚_`˚´`´;
since λp3mq “ ´λpmq, this implies that
6n´ 3 ÞÑ _˚`˚´´.
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But from Corollary 3.6 and Lemma 2.3 we have
6n´ 3 ­ÞÑ _˚`´´´
a.a.s., and hence 6n ´ 3 ÞÑ _˚`` a.a.s. as required.
Similarly, if we instead restrict to the event 9n´3 ÞÑ _˚``, then Corollary 3.2(c) and
Lemma 2.3 give
9n ÞÑ `˚˚´``_´˚˚`
and then
18n ÞÑ ´˚´˚_`˚˚˚˚˚´
and then by Corollary 3.6 and Lemma 2.3 as before
18n ÞÑ ´`´˚_`˚˚˚˚˚´
and thus
6n ÞÑ ´_´˚`
and then by Corollary 3.6 and Lemma 2.3 we have 6n ÞÑ _˚`` as required. 
By combining the two preceding propositions with an iteration argument, we obtain
Corollary 3.10. We have 3n ­ÞÑ _˚`` a.a.s..
Proof. Let f : N Ñ N Y tKu be the partially defined function given by the formulae
fp3nq :“ 2n´ 1, and fp3n´ 1q :“ 2n for n ě 2, with all other values of f equal to the
undefined symbol K. We can then combine Propositions 3.8, 3.9 to give the following
assertion (by dividing into cases based on the residue of nmodulo 3): if 3n ÞÑ _˚``, then
a.a.s. fpnq ‰ K and 3fpnq ÞÑ _˚``. Iterating this, we conclude in particular that for any
fixed k, we have a.a.s. that if 3n ÞÑ _˚``, then the sequence n, fpnq, f 2pnq, . . . , fkpnq
avoids K. But a routine count shows that the event that n, fpnq, f 2pnq, . . . , fkpnq avoids
K occurs with asymptotic probability p2{3qk`1. As k can be arbitrarily large, we obtain
the claim. 
Corollary 3.11. Asymptotically almost surely, we have λp3n` 1q “ ´λp3n` 2q.
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, we have λp3n ` 1q “ `1 and λp3n ` 2q “ `1 with an
asymptotic probability of 1{2 each. From Corollary 3.10 we see that λp3n ` 1q “
λp3n ` 2q “ `1 holds with asymptotic probability 0. The claim then follows from the
inclusion-exclusion principle. 
Corollary 3.12. Asymptotically almost surely, we have λp3n´ 1q “ ´λp3n` 1q.
Proof. For n even, this follows from Corollary 3.7, so suppose that n “ 2N ` 1. But
then since λp2mq “ ´λpmq, the claim λp3n´ 1q “ ´λp3n` 1q in this case is equivalent
to λp3N ` 1q “ ´λp3N ` 2q, and the claim follows from Corollary 3.11. 
We can combine Corollary 3.11, 3.12 using the Dirichlet character χ3 to conclude
that asymptotically almost surely, λχ3 is constant on the set t3n ´ 1, 3n ` 1, 3n ` 2u.
Shifting n repeatedly by 1 using Lemma 2.3, we conclude that for any fixed k ě 1, λχ3
is a.a.s. constant on the set t3n´ 1, 3n` 1, 3n` 2, 3n` 4, 3n` 5, . . . , 3n` 3k´ 1, 3n`
3k ` 1, 3n` 3k ` 2u, and in particular
|
3kÿ
j“0
λp3n` jqχ3p3n` jq| “ 2k
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a.a.s.. By Lemma 2.3 this implies that
|
3kÿ
j“0
λpn` jqχ3pn` jq| ě 2k ´ 6
(say) a.a.s.. But this contradicts Theorem 2.6 if k is large enough. This (finally!)
completes the proof of Theorem 2.1 for the sign pattern
_```. The case _´´´ is proven
similarly by reversing all the signs in the above argument.
4. The
_`´` case
We now prove Theorem 2.1 for the sign pattern
_`´`; the argument for _´`´ is
analogous and follows by reversing all the signs below. Our arguments follow that of
Hildebrand [11], adapted to the notation of this paper.
For sake of contradiction, we assume that
Hypothesis 4.1. We have n ­ÞÑ _`´` a.a.s..
This leads to the following implications:
Proposition 4.2. Asymptotically almost surely, the following two claims hold:
(a) If 2n ÞÑ _``, then 3n ÞÑ _``.
(b) If 2n ÞÑ `_`, then 3n ÞÑ `_`.
Proof. We just prove (a), as (b) is analogous (reflecting all sign patterns around the
positional marker _). Suppose that 2n ÞÑ _``, then since λp3mq “ ´λpmq, we have
6n ÞÑ _´˚˚´.
Since λp2mq “ ´λpmq, our objective is to show that λp6n ` 2q “ ´1 a.a.s.. Suppose
instead that λp6n` 2q “ `1, thus
6n ÞÑ _´˚`´.
By Hypothesis 4.1 and Lemma 2.3, we have
6n ­ÞÑ _˚˚`´`
and thus
6n ÞÑ _´˚`´´
a.a.s.. But as λp2mq “ ´λpmq, this implies
3n ÞÑ _`´`
which contradicts Hypothesis 4.1 and Lemma 2.3 a.a.s.. 
Corollary 4.3. Let a, b be integers with a ă b. Asymptotically almost surely, if λpmq “
`1 for all n ` a ď m ď n` b, then λpmq “ `1 for all 3
2
pn` aq ď m ď 3
2
pn` bq.
Proof. By the union bound and Lemma 2.3, it suffices to verify this in the case a “
0, b “ 1. Proposition 4.2(a) then handles the case when n is even, and Proposition
4.2(b) handles the case when n is odd, and the claim then follows from Lemma 2.3. 
Corollary 4.4. For any natural number k, we have λpnq “ . . . “ λpn ` k ´ 1q “ `1
with positive asymptotic probability.
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Proof. We first establish the case k “ 4, which of course implies the k “ 1, 2, 3 cases as
well. Suppose for contradiction that the k “ 4 claim failed, thus
n ­ÞÑ _````
a.a.s.. In particular, from Lemma 2.3 one a.a.s. has
3n ­ÞÑ _````.
By Proposition 4.2 in the contrapositive we then have
2n ­ÞÑ _```
a.a.s.; but by Hypothesis 4.1 and Lemma 2.3 we have
2n ­ÞÑ _`´`
and thus (since λp2mq “ ´λpmq)
n ­ÞÑ _´´
a.a.s.. But this contradicts Theorem 2.7.
Now assume inductively that the claim holds for some k ě 4. By partitioning accord-
ing to the parity of n and using Lemma 2.3, we thus see that with positive asymptotic
probability, either
λp2nq “ λp2n` 1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λp2n` k ´ 1q “ `1
or
λp2n´ 1q “ λp2nq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λp2n` k ´ 2q “ `1.
In the former case, we see from Corollary 4.3 (and the hypothesis k ě 4, which implies
that k ď 3k´1
2
) that
λp3nq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λp3n` kq “ `1,
and in the latter case we similarly have (since k ´ 1 ď 3k´2
2
)
λp3n´ 1q “ λp3nq “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λp3n` k ´ 1q “ `1.
In either case we obtain the k ` 1 case of the claim from Lemma 2.3. 
Next, for any fixed real number a ą 0, let Aa Ă pa,`8q be the set
Aa :“ tt P pa,`8q : λpnq “ `1 for all t ´ a ă n ă t` au
and consider the quantity
pa :“ LIM
ˆ
1
log i
ż xi
xi{i
1Aaptq
dt
t
˙8
i“1
.
From Corollary 4.4 applied with, say, k “ ta` 10u, and rounding to the nearest integer,
we see that pa ą 0 for any fixed a ą 0. On the other hand, from Theorem 2.5 (and
another rounding argument) we see that
lim
aÑ8
pa “ 0. (4.1)
We now claim that
p 3
2
a`10 ě pa`10 (4.2)
for any a ě 0; iterating this starting from (say) a “ 1, we see that lim supaÑ8 pa ě
p11 ą 0, contradicting (4.1).
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We now show (4.2). Suppose that t P Aa`10, thus
λpnq “ `1 for all t ´ a´ 10 ă n ă t ` a` 10.
Applying Corollary 4.3 (and rounding to the nearest integer), we then conclude that
λpnq “ `1 for all 3
2
t ´ 3
2
a ´ 10 ă n ă 3
2
t` 3
2
a` 10
for t P Aa`10 outside of an exceptional set Ea Ă p0,`8q which has zero asymptotic
density in the sense that
LIM
ˆ
1
log i
ż xi
xi{i
1Eaptq
dt
t
˙8
i“1
“ 0.
We conclude that
LIM
ˆ
1
log i
ż xi
xi{i
1A 3
2
a`10
ˆ
3
2
t
˙
dt
t
˙8
i“1
ě pa,
and hence by the change of variables t1 :“ 3
2
t
LIM
˜
1
log i
ż 3xi{2
3xi{2i
1A 3
2
a`10
ptqdt
t
¸8
i“1
ě pa.
We may replace the limits of integration from
ş3xi{2
3xi{2i to
şxi
xi{i incurring an error of O
´
1
log i
¯
which vanishes in the limit, and (4.2) follows.
5. A random graph theory question
We now return to the proof of Theorem 2.2. In this section we will reduce this theorem
to the task of establishing that a certain random graph is almost surely connected; this
connectedness will be verified in the next section.
Recall that the only remaining tasks are to show that pµpnq, µpn` 1qq attains each of
the four values p`1,`1q, p`1,´1q, p´1,`1q, p´1,´1q with positive asymptotic proba-
bility. From the asymptotic probabilities already computed in Section 2, one can check
that the four events
µpnq “ `1, µ2pn ` 1q “ 1
µpnq “ ´1, µ2pn ` 1q “ 1
µ2pnq “ 1, µpn` 1q “ `1
µ2pnq “ 1, µpn` 1q “ ´1
each occur with asymptotic probability c{2, where c was defined in (2.3). In particular
we see that pµpnq, µpn`1qq takes the values p`1,`1q and p´1,´1qwith equal asymptotic
probability, and also takes the values p`1,´1q and p´1,`1q with equal asymptotic
probability. Thus, we only need to show that the values p`1,`1q and p`1,´1q are
attained with positive asymptotic probability.
Suppose for sake of contradiction that there was a sign ǫ P t´1,`1u such that
pµpnq, µpn ` 1qq avoided p`1, ǫq a.a.s.. Then it also avoids p´1,´ǫq a.a.s., and so we
conclude that we have the implication
µ2pnq “ µ2pn` 1q “ 1 ùñ µpnq “ ´ǫµpn` 1q
a.a.s..
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We can eliminate the sign ´ǫ as follows. Define χ to be the completely multiplicative
function such that χppq :“ `1 for all p ą 2, and χp2q :“ ´ǫ. Then χpnq “ ´ǫχpn ` 1q
for any n for which n, n` 1 are not divisible by 4, and thus we have
µ2pnq “ µ2pn` 1q “ 1 ùñ µχpnq “ µχpn` 1q
a.a.s.. As µχ is a multiplicative function, we can use Lemma 2.3 and conclude more
generally that
pµ2pnq “ µ2pn` dq “ 1^ d|nq ùñ µχpnq “ µχpn` dq (5.1)
a.a.s. for any fixed natural number n.
The strategy is now to use (5.1) create large “chains” n ` a1, n ` a2, . . . on which
µχ is constant, and demonstrate that this is incompatible with Theorem 2.6. It will
be convenient to pass from the finitely additive world of asymptotic probability to the
countably additive world of genuine probability. Recall that the profinite integers Zˆ are
defined as the inverse limit of the cyclic groups Z{NZ; we embed the ordinary integers
Z as a subgroup of Zˆ in the usual fashion. The group Zˆ is compact (in the profinite
topology) and thus has a well-defined Haar probability measure, so we can meaningfully
talk about a random profinite integer n P Zˆ, whose reductions n pNq to any cyclic
group Z{NZ are uniformly distributed in that group. (We will use boldface notation to
indicate random variables that are generated from a random profinite integer.) We say
that a profinite integer n is divisible by a natural number N if the reduction of n to N
vanishes. The Mo¨bius function µ does not obviously extend to the profinite integers,
but we can (by abuse of notation) define the quantity µ2pnq for profinite n to equal 1 if
n is squarefree in the sense that it is not divisible by p2 for any prime p, and equal to 0
otherwise.
We now construct a random graph G “ pV,Eq as follows. Let n P Zˆ be a random
profinite integer, and define the random vertex set V Ă Z to be the random set of
integers defined by
V :“ ta P Z : µ2pn` aq “ 1u.
We then define E to be the set of pairs ta, bu of distinct vertices a, b in V, such that
|b ´ a| is an odd prime number dividing n ` a (or equivalently n ` b), and define the
random graph G by setting V as the set of vertices and E as the set of edges. (The
restriction of |b´ a| to be an odd prime will be needed in order to keep the analysis of
G tractable.) Thus, for instance, the integers 2, 5 will be connected by an edge in G if
µ2pn` 2q “ µ2pn` 5q “ 1 and 3 divides n` 2.
In the rest of the paper we will show
Theorem 5.1. The random graph G is almost surely connected.
Let us assume this theorem for now and finish establishing the contradiction required
to conclude Theorem 2.2 and hence Theorem 1.9. Let a, b be integers. By Theorem
5.1, we see almost surely that if µ2pn ` aq “ µ2pn ` bq “ 1, then there exists a finite
path a “ c1, c2, . . . , ck “ b of distinct integers with k ě 1 with the property that
µ2pn ` c1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ µ2pn ` ckq “ 1 and such that |ci`1 ´ ci| divides n ` ci for each
i “ 1, . . . , k´1. (The |ci`1´ci| are also odd primes, but we will discard this information
as it will not be needed here.) There are only countably many choices for c1, . . . , ck, so
from countable additivity we see that for any ε ą 0 and a, b P Z one can find a natural
number M (depending on ε, a, b) with the property that with probability at least 1´ ε,
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if µ2pn ` aq “ µ2pn ` bq “ 1, then there exist distinct integers a “ c1, c2, . . . , ck “ b
with k ď M and |c1|, . . . , |ck| ď M , such that µ2pn ` c1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ µ2pn ` ckq “ 1 and
|ci`1 ´ ci| divides n` ci for each i “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1.
Note from the Chinese remainder theorem that for any fixed number of congruence
conditions n “ ai pqiq, the asymptotic probability that n obeys these congruence con-
ditions is equal to the probability that the random profinite integer n obeys the same
congruence conditions. Because of this, we can transfer the previous claim3 from n to
n. That is to say, for any ε ą 0 and a, b P Z, there exists M with the property that
with asymptotic probability at least 1´ ε, if µ2pn`aq “ µ2pn` bq “ 1, then there exist
distinct integers a “ c1, c2, . . . , ck “ b with k ď M and |c1|, . . . , |ck| ď M , such that
µ2pn` c1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ µ2pn` ckq “ 1 and |ci`1´ ci| divides n` ci for each i “ 1, . . . , k´ 1.
But from (5.1), this conclusion implies a.a.s. that µχpn ` ci`1q “ µχpn ` ciq for each
i “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1. Chaining these equalities together, we conclude that with asymptotic
probability at least 1´ ε, we have
µ2pn` aq “ µ2pn` bq “ 1 ùñ µχpn` aq “ µχpn ` bq.
Sending ε to zero, we conclude that this claim holds a.a.s. for any fixed choice of a, b.
Applying this for all a, b P t1, . . . , hu, we conclude that for any fixed h, we have
|
hÿ
j“1
µχpn` jq| “
hÿ
j“1
µ2pn` hq
a.a.s.. On the other hand, by using Theorem 2.6 (treating the contribution of odd and
even n` j separately) we see that
|
hÿ
j“1
µχpn` jq| ď εh
with asymptotic probability at least 1´ ε, if ε ą 0 and h is sufficiently large depending
on ε. Thus we see that the quantity
řh
j“1 µ
2pn`hq has an asymptotic expectation of at
most 2εh. On the other hand, from linearity of expectation this asymptotic expectation
is h
ζp2q , and one obtains a contradiction if ε is small enough and h is large enough.
It remains to establish Theorem 5.1. In next section we will make several reductions,
some of which are easy and some of which are more involved. In the following para-
graph we give a sketch of all the reductions, forgetting about some additional technical
conditions on the lengths of paths between elements, etc..
First, we will show that instead of showing that almost surely any vertices a and b
are connected, it is enough to show that almost surely 0 and X are connected for any
large enough odd X . Then, we will show that it is enough to consider the graph with
a slight extension of the vertex set, where instead of requiring µ2pn` aq “ 1, one only
requires that n`a is not divisible by p2 for any prime p ď plogXq5. Next, we will show
that instead of connecting 0 to all large enough vertices X , it is enough to connect it to
at least X9{10 even elements up to X{10, which means that it is enough to show that,
for all X 1 — X , 0 is almost surely connected to at least one element in rX 1´X1{20, X 1s.
3Strictly speaking, conditions such as µ2pn ` ciq “ 1 involve an infinite number of congruence
conditions, but from the absolute convergence of
ř
p
1
p2
one can approximate these conditions by a
finite number of congruence conditions at the cost of an arbitrarily small profinite probability or
asymptotic probability; we leave the details to the reader.
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Then, we will show that this follows if we can show that 0 is connected to at least
log10X odd elements in r0, X1{100s. Thus we will dramatically reduce the number of
distinct vertices we need to connect 0 to, and this last claim is shown through a very
careful study of paths of length somewhat shorter than log log x in Section 7.
6. Initial reductions
For the remainder of this paper, we use the usual asymptotic notation of writing
X ! Y , Y " X , or X “ OpY q to denote the estimate |X| ď CY for some absolute
constant C, and write X — Y for X ! Y ! X .
We now turn to the formal proof of Theorem 5.1. We begin by deducing this theorem
from the following claim.
Proposition 6.1. Let X be a sufficiently large odd natural number, which we view as
an asymptotic parameter going to infinity. Then, with probability 1 ´ op1q, if 0 and X
both lie in V, then there is a path in G from 0 to X.
Let us see how Proposition 6.1 implies Theorem 5.1. Observe that the random graph
G is stationary, in the sense that any translate of G has the same distribution as G.
Thus it suffices to show that for any natural number h, one almost surely has 0 and h
connected in G whenever 0, h both lie in G. Stationarity also shows that Proposition
6.1 automatically extends to even X as well as odd X , since one can write a large even
number as the sum of two large odd ones.
Let w be a natural number (larger than h), and let W :“śpďw p. Note that if 0 and
h both lie in V, then n and n`h are not divisible by p2 for any p ď w. Conditioning on
the event that 0 and h both lie in V, we see that n`W 2 is not divisible by p2 for any
p ď w, and an application of the union bound shows that n `W 2 is square-free with
probability 1 ´ Op1{wq; that is to say W 2 P V with probability 1´ Op1{wq. Applying
Proposition 6.1 (and stationarity) we conclude that conditionally on 0 and h both lying
in V, we have a path in G from 0 to h through W 2 with probability 1´Op1{wq ´ op1q
as W 2 Ñ 8. Sending w Ñ8, we obtain Theorem 5.1.
It remains to prove Proposition 6.1. Let X be a sufficiently large odd natural number,
viewed as an asymptotic parameter going to infinity. It is convenient to work with a
slight enlargement GX of G with slightly more vertices. Set
w :“ log5X
and define µ2Xpnq for a profinite integer n to equal one when n is not divisible by p2
for any p ď w, and zero otherwise, and set VX :“ ta P Z : µ2Xpn ` aq “ 1u; then VX
contains V, and a vertex a of VX lies in V unless p
2|n` a for some p ą w.
Define GX to be the random graph with vertex set VX , and two distinct elements
a, b of VX connected by an edge if |a ´ b| is an odd prime dividing n ` a. Thus G is
the restriction of GX to V. We will first show that it suffices to prove
Proposition 6.2. Let X be a sufficiently large odd natural number, which we view as
an asymptotic parameter going to infinity. Then, with probability 1 ´ op1q, if 0 and X
both lie in VX , then there is a path in GX from 0 to X of length at most 10 log
2X and
contained in r´10X, 10Xs.
Let us see how Proposition 6.2 implies Proposition 6.1. The key point is that the
restriction of GX to r´10X, 10Xs does not require knowledge of the entirety of the
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profinite random integer n; only knowledge of the reductions n mod p for p ď 20X and
n mod p2 for p ď w is required. The remaining components of n can then be used to
restrict GX to G.
Let us first show that, almost surely every number in rn´10X,n`10Xs has at most
log2X distinct prime factors in the interval rw, 20Xs. Notice that this property depends
only on reductions modulo primes p ď 20X . Write W “ śpď20X p “ e20Xp1`op1qq, and
then it is enough to show that the number of integers in rW, 2W q that have more than
log2X distinct prime factors in rw, 20Xs is opW {Xq. Such numbers have 20X-smooth
part at least wlog
2X , and we get that the number of them is at most
ÿ
Wďmnď2W
p|m ùñ pą20X
p|n ùñ pď20X
něwlog2 X
1 ď
ÿ
mď2W
p|m ùñ pą20X
ÿ
wlog
2 Xďnď2W {m
p|n ùñ pď20X
1 !
ÿ
mď2W
2W
m
plogXq´c logX log logX ! W
X100
for an absolute constant c ą 0, by the standard estimate (see e.g. [2]) that the number of
y-smooth numbers up to x is u´p1`op1qqu where u “ log x{ log y ď y1´ε (in our case, to get
an upper bound, we can take, for everym, u “ logpwlog2 Xq{ logp20Xq — logX log logX).
Now suppose we condition the reductions pn mod pqpď20X and pn mod p2qpďw to be
a value for which there is a path in GX from 0 to X of length at most 10 log
2X
contained in r´10X, 10Xs, and for which every number in rn ´ 10X,n ` 10Xs has
at most log2X prime factors in rw, 20Xs. After this conditioning, the residue classes
n mod p2 for w ă p ď 20X are restricted to a single coset of Z{pZ in Z{p2Z, but are
uniformly distributed in that coset, whereas the residue classes n mod p2 for p ą 20X
are uniformly distributed on all of Z{p2Z. Also, the n mod p2 are independent in p
across all primes p. Let 0 “ a1, a2, . . . , ak “ X be a path in GX from 0 to X of length
k ď 10 log2X contained in r´10X, 10Xs. Then, for each j “ 1, . . . , k, the number of
primes p P rw, 20Xs such that p divides n` ak is at most log2X . Hence the probability
that all of the n` ai are not divisible by p2 for any p ą w (which implies that this path
lies in G and not just in GX) is at least
ˆ
1´ k
w
˙log2X
ˆ
ź
pą20X
ˆ
1´ k
p2
˙
.
From the bounds on w, k we see that this expression is 1 ´ op1q. This then gives
Proposition 6.1 from Proposition 6.2.
We will want to substantially reduce the number of vertices to which we need to
connect 0. To do this, we will use the following lemma several times.
Lemma 6.3. Let X be large and fix the residue classes n mod p for p ď X and n mod p2
for p ď w. Let A and B be respectively subsets of odd and even integers in r0, Xs XVX
such that |A||B| " X log10X. Then, with conditional probability 1´ Oplog´2Xq, there
is a path of length 3 in VX contained in r´8X, 8Xs connecting an element a P A with
an element b P B.
Proof. Let S denote the set of quadruples pa, b, p1, p2, p3q obeying the following con-
straints:
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‚ We have a P A, b P B, and p1, p2, p3 are primes in pX, 3Xs, p5X, 7Xs, p3X, 5Xs
respectively obeying the equation
b “ a´ p1 ` p2 ´ p3.
‚ a ´ p1 and a ´ p1 ` p2 lie in VX , that is to say n ` a ´ p1,n ` a ´ p1 ` p2 are
not divisible by p2 for any p ď w.
Note that the set S is deterministic due to our conditioning. A routine application
of the circle method (see Proposition 8.1 below) shows that each pair pa, bq P A ˆ B
contributes — X2
log3X
quintuples to S, and so
|S| — |A||B|X2{ log3X. (6.1)
Each quintuple pa, b, p1, p2, p3q will yield a path a, a´ p1, a´ p1` p2, a´ p1` p2´ p3 “ b
of the desired form provided that one has the divisibility conditions
p1|n` a; p2|n` a´ p1; p3|n` a ´ p1 ` p2.
Let Epa,b,p1,p2,p3q be the event that these three divisibility conditions occur; thus it suffices
to show that
P
˜ł
sPS
Es
¸
“ 1´OpplogXq´2q.
We use the second moment method. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
Pp
ł
sPS
Esq ě pE
ř
sPS 1Esq2
EpřsPS 1Esq2 “
ř
s,s1PS PpEsqPpEs1qř
s,s1PS PpEs X Es1q
.
Hence it suffices to show thatÿ
s,s1PS:PpEsXEs1qąPpEsqPpEs1 q
PpEs X Es1q ! 1
log2X
ÿ
s,s1PS
PpEsqPpEs1q. (6.2)
On the one hand, from the Chinese remainder theorem we have
PpEsq “ 1
p1p2p3
— 1
X3
and so by (6.1) ÿ
s,s1PS
PpEsqPpEs1q — |A|
2|B|2
X2 log6X
. (6.3)
On the other hand, if s “ pa, b, p1, p2, p3q and s1 “ pa1, b1, p11, p12, p13q lie in S, then
PpEsXEs1q is equal to either PpEsqPpEs1q or 0 unless at least one of the following three
situations occur:
(i) p1 “ p11 and a “ a1.
(ii) p2 “ p12 and a´ p1 “ a1 ´ p11.
(iii) p3 “ p13 and b “ b1.
(Here we are using the fact that p1, p2, p3 lie in disjoint intervals, and p1 is larger than
the diameter of the interval in which a ranges, p2 is larger than the diameter of the
interval in which a ´ p1 ranges and p3 is larger than the diameter of the interval in
which b ranges.) Furthermore, in these exceptional cases, PpEs XEs1q may be bounded
by Op 1
X6´j
q, where j “ 1, 2, 3 is the number of situations (i), (ii), (iii) that are occurring
simultaneously.
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Meanwhile, when j of the situations occur simultaneously, a simple degree of freedom
counting gives Op|A||B|pX{ logXq2q choices for s and then OppX{ logXq3´jq choices for
s1 (one can choose the primes p1j not fixed by the first conditions in (i)–(iii) freely, and
then everything else is fixed by the conditions and definition of S). Thus the left-hand
side of (6.2) is bounded by
O
˜
3ÿ
j“1
|A||B|
ˆ
X
logX
˙5´j
¨ 1
X6´j
¸
“ O
ˆ |A||B|
XplogXq2
˙
and (6.2) follows from (6.3) since |A||B| ě XplogXq10. 
Now we use the previous lemma to make a reduction, in which we content ourselves
with connecting 0 to many vertices in an interval r0, X{10s, rather than trying to reach
a specific vertex X . Namely, we reduce Proposition 6.2 to
Proposition 6.4. Let X be a sufficiently large odd natural number, which we view as
an asymptotic parameter going to infinity. Then, with probability 1 ´ op1q, if 0 lies in
VX , then there are at least X
9{10 even elements of r0, X{10s which are connected to 0
in GX by a path of length at most 2 log
2X contained in r0, X{10s.
We now explain why Proposition 6.4 implies Proposition 6.2. For any integer a, let
Ea be the event that a lies in VX , and there are at least X
9{10 elements of ra, a`X{10s
of the same parity as a which are connected to a in GX by a path of length at most
2 log2X contained in ra, a`X{10s. By stationarity and Proposition 6.4, we see that for
all a, one has with probability 1´ op1q that Ea holds whenever a P VX . In particular,
with probability 1´ op1q, one has E0 X EX holding whenever 0, X P VX .
Now suppose that E0 X EX holds. This event only depends on the residue classes
n mod p for p ď X{10 and n mod p2 for p ď w, so we now condition these residue
classes to be deterministic. We now have deterministic subsets A,B of r0, X{10s and
rX, 11X{10s respectively of cardinality at least X9{10 each, such that any element of
A (resp. B) is connected to 0 (resp. X) by a path in GX of length at most 2 log
2X
contained in r´10X, 10Xs. Furthermore, A consists entirely of even numbers, and B
consists entirely of odd numbers. The claim now follows from Lemma 6.3.
Next, we reduce Proposition 6.4 to the following variant, in which we connect 0 to
one element in a short interval, as opposed to many elements in a long interval:
Proposition 6.5. Let X be a sufficiently large odd natural number, which we view
as an asymptotic parameter going to infinity. Let X 1 be an element of the interval
rX{40, X{20s, chosen uniformly at random. Then, with probability 1´ op1q, if 0 lies in
VX , then there is an element of rX 1´X1{20, X 1s that is connected to 0 in GX by a path
of length at most 2 log2X contained in r0, X{10s.
Indeed, assuming Proposition 6.5, observe that if 0 lies in VX and X
1 is chosen
uniformly at random from rX{40, X{20s, then the expected number of elements in
rX 1´X1{20, X 1s that are connected to 0 in the indicated fashion is at least 1´op1q. From
linearity of expectation, this implies that the number of elements of rX{40´X1{20, X{20s
that are connected to 0 in the indicated fashion is" X1´1{20, and Proposition 6.4 follows.
Finally, we reduce to a weaker version of Proposition 6.4, in which 0 connects to far
fewer elements in (a somewhat narrower) interval:
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Proposition 6.6. Let X be a sufficiently large odd natural number, which we view as
an asymptotic parameter going to infinity. Then, with probability 1 ´ op1q, if 0 lies in
VX , then there are at least log
10X odd elements of r0, X1{100s which are connected to 0
in GX by a path of length at most logX contained in r0, X1{100s.
Let us now see how Proposition 6.6 implies Proposition 6.5. Call an integer a good if
a P VX is even, and a is connected to at least log10X odd elements of ra, a`X1{100s in
GX by a path of length at most logX contained in ra, a ` X1{100s. From Proposition
6.6 and stationarity, we see that each even element a of VX is good with probability
1 ´ op1q. From linearity of expectation, we thus see with probability 1 ´ op1q that all
but opXq of the even elements of VX X r´X,Xs are good.
Note that the property of an integer being good is only dependent on the values of
n mod p2 for p ď w and n mod p for w ă p ď X1{100. We now condition on these values
to be fixed, in such a fashion that all but opXq of the even elements of VX X r´X,Xs
are good; now the property of being good is deterministic, as is the vertex set VX . We
now use the following weak version of the Hardy-Littlewood inequality.
Proposition 6.7. Let an be a sequence of non-negative real numbers supported in
r´X,Xs. Then,
1
X
ÿ
|n|ďX
´
sup
rě1
1
r
ÿ
|n´m|ďr
am
¯
ď C
´ 1
X
ÿ
|n|ďX
a2n
¯1{2
(6.4)
for some absolute constant C ą 0.
Proof. The sequence
´
suprě1
1
r
ř
|n´m|ďr am
¯
nPZ
is the (discrete) Hardy-Littlewood max-
imal operator applied to this sequence panqnPZ. As the Hardy-Littlewood maximal op-
erator is bounded in ℓ2pZq (see e.g. [15]), we have¨
˝ÿ
n
´
sup
rě1
1
r
ÿ
|n´m|ďr
am
¯2˛‚
1{2
ď C
´ ÿ
|n|ďX
a2n
¯1{2
for some C ą 0, and the claim then follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
Choosing am so that am “ 1 if m P VXX r´X,Xs is not good, and am “ 0 otherwise,
the proposition implies that if X 1 is chosen uniformly at random from rX{40, X{20s,
then with probability 1´ op1q, the quantity X 1 is “excellent” in the sense that for any
1 ď r ď X , all but at most oprq of the even elements of VX X rX 1´ r,X 1` rs are good.
Note that because of our conditioning, the property of being excellent is deterministic.
Now let X 1 P rX{40, X{20s be an excellent number. We will show that with probabil-
ity 1´ op1q, if 0 P GX , then there is an element of rX 1´X1{20, X 1s that is connected to
0 in GX by a path of length at most 2 log
2X contained in r0, X{10s; this clearly suffices
to give Proposition 6.5.
We introduce the scales Rj :“ 1001´jX 1 for j “ 1, . . . , J , where J is the first number
for which RJ ď X1{40, thus J ď logX . Introduce the intervals Ij :“ rX 1 ´ Rj , X 1 ´
0.99Rjs, thus the Ij are disjoint, with I1 containing 0 and IJ contained in rX 1´X1{20, X 1s.
We will “hop” from 0 to IJ by a path passing through each of the Ij in turn. More
precisely, let Aj denote the even elements of VX X Ij that are good; with all of our
conditioning, this is a deterministic set. A routine sieve shows that there are " Rj even
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elements of VX X Ij, and as X 1 is excellent, all but at most opRjq of these elements are
good. We conclude that
|Aj | " Rj .
We shall shortly establish the following lemma allowing one to hop from Aj to Aj`1:
Lemma 6.8. Let 1 ď j ă J , and let aj P Aj, which is allowed to be a random variable
depending on the values of n mod p for p ď Rj{10 but not on the reductions for higher
p. Then, with probability 1 ´ Op 1
log2X
q, there is a path of length at most logX ` 3 in
GX in r0, X{10s connecting aj to an element aj`1 of Aj`1. Furthermore, aj`1 depends
only on the values of n mod p for p ď Rj`1{10.
Iterating this lemma with the union bound, starting from a1 “ 0, we conclude with
probability 1´Op J
log2X
q “ 1´op1q that there is a path of length at most JplogX`3q ď
2 log2X in GX in r0, X{10s connecting 0 to an element of AJ Ă rX 1´X1{20, X 1s, giving
Proposition 6.5. Thus it suffices to prove Lemma 6.8.
We do this by an argument similar to that used to obtain Proposition 6.4 from
Proposition 6.2. Condition on the values of n mod p for p ď Rj{10, so that aj is now
deterministic. By definition of Aj, aj is connected to a (deterministic) set A by paths
of length at most logX in GX in r0, X{10s, where A Ă raj, aj `X1{100s is a collection
of odd numbers of cardinality
|A| ě log10X.
Since |A||Aj`1| " Rj log10X , Lemma 6.3 implies that there is a path of length 3
connecting some a P A to some b P Aj`1, and the claim follows.
It remains to prove Proposition 6.6. This will be done in the next section.
7. Conclusion of the argument
We now prove Proposition 6.6. Condition the residue classes n mod p2 for p ď w to
be fixed, which makes the vertex set VX deterministic, while keeping the n mod p for
p ą w uniformly and independently distributed on Z{pZ.
Set k to be the odd number
k :“ 100
Z
log logX?
log log logX
^
` 1; (7.1)
the reason for this somewhat strange choice is that plog logXqk will be significantly
larger than log10X , while k remains significantly smaller than log logX . Let Γ be the
set of paths γ in VX of the form
0, p1, p1 ` p2, . . . , p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pk (7.2)
where p1, . . . , pk are distinct primes in the interval I :“ rexpp
?
logXq, X1{200s. We write
γpkq :“ p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pk for the endpoint of such a path, which is automatically odd since
k and the p1, . . . , pk are odd, and by abuse of notation write γ Ă GX if the path γ lies
in GX , or equivalently that
pi|n` p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pi´1
for all i “ 1, . . . , k.
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It will be technically convenient to weight the paths γ in Γ. For each path γ of the
form (7.2), define the weight wγ ą 0 by the formula
wγ :“
kź
i“1
1ř
pPI:p1`¨¨¨`pi´1`pPVX
1
p
.
Lemma 7.1. For every γ P Γ, one hasÿ
pPI:p1`¨¨¨`pi´1`pPVX
1
p
— log logX
for all i “ 1, . . . , k, so that
wγ “ exppOpkqq{plog logXqk (7.3)
Proof. Since p ď X1{200 the upper boundÿ
pPI:p1`p2`...`pi´1`pPVX
1
p
ď
ÿ
pPI
1
p
“ 1
2
log logX `Op1q
is clear. For the lower bound note that since the reduction n pmod p2q is fixed for p ď w,
there is a positive integer A ď X`śpďw p2 such that the condition p1`. . .`pi´1`p P VX
is equivalent to the condition q2 ∤ p`A for all q ď w. Pick a large constant C, let P “ś
pďC p
2. Note that by the Chinese Remainder Theorem there are ℓ “śpďCpϕpp2q´1q
residues classes a1, . . . , aℓ pmod Pq such that if p belongs to one of them then q2 ∤ p`A
for all q ď C. Therefore,
1p1`p2`...`pi´1`pPVX ě
ℓÿ
i“1
1p”ai pmod Pq ´
ÿ
Căqďw
1p”´A pmod q2q
Summing this with a weight of 1{p and using the prime number theorem in arithmetic
progressions we conclude thatÿ
pPI:p1`...`pi´1`pPVX
1
p
ě
´ź
pďC
ϕpp2q ´ 1
ϕpp2q ´
B
C
¯ÿ
pPI
1
p
for some absolute constant B ą 0. Therefore if C is choosen large enough then we
obtain the desired lower bound. 
Let us first show that Proposition 6.6 follows once we have shown the three estimatesÿ
γPΓ
wγPpγ Ă GXq “ 1` op1q, (7.4)
ÿ
γ,γ1PΓ
wγwγ1Ppγ, γ1 Ă GXq ď 1` op1q, (7.5)
and ÿ
γ,γ1PΓ:γpkq“γ1pkq
wγwγ1Ppγ, γ1 Ă GXq ! log´100X. (7.6)
Indeed, from (7.4), (7.5), and Chebyshev’s inequality we haveÿ
γPΓ
wγ1γĂGX “ 1` op1q
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with probability 1´ op1q, while (7.6) and Markov’s inequality givesÿ
γ,γ1PΓ:γpkq“γ1pkq
wγwγ11γ,γ1ĂGX ! log´99X
with probability 1´ op1q. From Cauchy-Schwarz we have˜ÿ
γPΓ
wγ1γĂGX
¸2
“
¨
˝ÿ
m
ÿ
γPΓ: γpkq“m
wγ1γĂGX
˛
‚
2
ď |tγpkq : γ P Γ, γ Ă GXu| ¨
ÿ
γ,γ1PΓ
γpkq“γ1pkq
wγwγ11γ,γ1ĂGX .
Hence once we have shown the bounds (7.4), (7.5), (7.6), we get
|tγpkq : γ P Γ, γ Ă GXu| " plogXq99
with probability 1´ op1q and Proposition 6.6 follows.
We begin with (7.4). From the Chinese remainder theorem we have
Ppγ Ă GXq “ 1
p1 . . . pk
for a path γ of the form (7.2), since the p1, . . . , pk were assumed to be distinct; thus the
left-hand side of (7.4) becomes ÿ
γPΓ
wγ
p1 . . . pk
. (7.7)
We can interpret this expression probabilistically as follows. Consider a random path
0, p1, p1 ` p2, . . . , p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pk, constructed iteratively by requiring that whenever 1 ď
i ď k and p1, . . . , pi´1 have already been chosen, then pi P I is chosen with probability
1{piř
pPI:p1`¨¨¨`pi´1`pPVX 1{p
if p1`¨ ¨ ¨`pi P VX , and chosen with probability zero otherwise. Then the quantity (7.7)
is nothing more than the probability that this random path actually lies in Γ. This gives
the upper bound for (7.4) automatically. For the lower bound, observe that the only way
the path 0, p1, . . . , p1`¨ ¨ ¨`pk could fail to lie in Γ is if there is a collision pi “ pj for some
1 ď i ă j ď k. But if 1 ď i ă j, then after fixing i, j and p1, . . . , pj´1 we see from Lemma
7.1 that the probability of the event pi “ pj occurring is ! 1pi log logX ! expp´
?
logXq,
for a total failure probability of ! k2 expp´?logXq “ op1q. This proves (7.4).
Now we prove (7.5). By (7.4), it suffices to show thatÿ
γ,γ1PΓ:Ppγ,γ1ĂGXqąPpγĂGX qPpγ1ĂGXq
wγwγ1Ppγ, γ1 Ă GXq ď op1q.
Let γ “ 0, p1, . . . , p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pk and γ1 “ 0, p11, . . . , p11 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p1k be two paths in Γ. The
quantity Ppγ, γ1 Ă GXq is usually equal to either Ppγ Ă GXqPpγ1 Ă GXq or zero. The
only exceptions occur if we have at least one collision of the form pi “ p1j for some
1 ď i, j ď k. Furthermore, if such a collision occurs, the quantity p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pi´1 ´ p11 ´
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¨ ¨ ¨ ´ p1j´1 must be divisible by pi. If there are exactly r collisions pil “ p1jl for some
pairs pi1, j1q, . . . , pir, jrq P t1, . . . , ku2, then we have
Ppγ, γ1 Ă GXq ď pi1 . . . pir
p1 . . . pkp
1
1 . . . p
1
k
.
It thus suffices to show that
kÿ
r“1
ÿ
pi1,j1q,...,pir ,jrq
ÿ
γ,γ1PΓ
wγwγ1
rź
l“1
1pil“p1jl1pil |p1`¨¨¨`pil´1´p
1
1´¨¨¨´p1jl´1
pi1 . . . pir
p1 . . . pkp
1
1 . . . p
1
k
“ op1q,
(7.8)
where the second sum is over distinct pairs pi1, j1q, . . . , pir, jrq in t1, . . . , ku2, with the
i1, . . . , ir and the j1, . . . , jr distinct, with the ordering i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ir (to avoid duplicates).
Consider first the contribution of the case where il “ l for l “ 1, . . . , r. In this case
we will omit the condition 1pil |p1`¨¨¨`pil´1´p11´¨¨¨´p1jl´1, which in principle gives a large
reduction to the size of the expression in (7.8), but is difficult to analyse. We also drop
the condition that γ, γ1 P Γ (thus allowing duplicates among pi and among p1i). We can
thus bound the left-hand side of this contribution to (7.8) by
kÿ
r“1
ÿ
p1,j1q,...,pr,jrq
E
rź
l“1
ppl1pl“p1jl q (7.9)
the paths γ “ p0, p1, . . . , p1`¨ ¨ ¨`pkq and γ1 “ p0, p11, . . . , p11`¨ ¨ ¨`p1kq are selected ran-
domly as in the proof of (7.4). Observe that if one conditions p11, . . . , p
1
k and p1, . . . , pl´1
to be fixed, then pl1pl“p1jl has conditional expectation
1ř
pPI:p1`¨¨¨`pi´1`pPVX
1
p
! 1
log logX
by Lemma 7.1. Thus by multiplying together the conditional expectations, we can
bound (7.9) by
kÿ
r“1
ÿ
p1,j1q,...,pr,jrq
O
ˆ
1
log logX
˙r
.
Because we have constrained il “ l for l “ 1, . . . , r, there are only kr choices for the
pi1, j1q, . . . , pir, jrq, so we can bound the total contribution to (7.9) or (7.8) by
kÿ
r“1
O
ˆ
k
log logX
˙r
which is (barely) of the form op1q thanks to (7.1).
Now we consider the contribution of the case where il ‰ l for at least one 1 ď l ď r;
in particular, there exists 1 ď l0 ď r such that il0 ą il0´1 ` 1 (with the convention that
i0 “ 0). We temporarily fix r, pi1, j1q, . . . , pir, jrq and l0 and consider the corresponding
component ofÿ
γ,γ1PΓ
wγwγ1
rź
l“1
1pil“p1jl1pil |p1`¨¨¨`pil´1´p
1
1´¨¨¨´p1jl´1
pi1 . . . pir
p1 . . . pkp
1
1 . . . p
1
k
(7.10)
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to (7.8). Here we will keep only one of the conditions 1pil |p1`¨¨¨`pil´1´p11´¨¨¨´p1jl´1, and also
estimate the wγ by (7.3), arriving at an upper bound of
! exppOpkqqplog logXq2k
ÿ
p1,...,pk,p
1
1,...,p
1
k
PI
śr
l“1ppil1pil“p1jl q
p1 . . . pkp
1
1 . . . p
1
k
1pil0 |p1`¨¨¨`pil0´1´p
1
1´¨¨¨´p1jl0´1
. (7.11)
We sum first over pil0´1, keeping all the other variables in p1, . . . , pk, p
1
1, . . . , p
1
k fixed.
Then pil0´1 is constrained to a single residue class a mod pil0 . We can crudely boundÿ
pil0
´1PI
pil0
´1“a mod pil0
1
p
ď
ÿ
nPI
n“a mod pil0
1
n
! logX
expp?logXq ! expp´p1` op1qq
a
logXq
since n, pil0 ě expp
?
logXq (we could have done slightly better using the Brun-Titchmarsh
inequality, but this is not necessary here).
The factor exppOpkqqplog logXq2k in (7.11) is exppop
?
logXqq and so can be absorbed into the
op1q error in the preceding estimate, arriving at an upper bound of
! expp´p1` op1qq
a
logXq
ÿ
p1,...,pil0
´2,pil0
,...,pk,p
1
1,...,p
1
k
PI
śr
l“1ppil1pil“p1jl q
p1 . . . pil0´2pil0 . . . pkp
1
1 . . . p
1
k
.
Each of the variables pj or p
1
j that is not of the form pil or pjl for some l can be summed
using ÿ
pPI
1
p
! log logX, (7.12)
and then noting that Oplog logXq2k ! exppop?logXqq, we arrive (after using the con-
straints pil “ p1jl to collapse the sum) at
! expp´p1` op1qq
a
logXq
ÿ
pi1 ,...,pirPI
1
pi1 . . . pir
,
and a further application of (7.12) then gives a total contribution of expp´p1`op1qq?logXq
for (7.11). Finally, the total number of choices for r and pi1, j1q, . . . , pir, jrq may be
crudely bounded by k ˆ k2k, so we have a net bound of
k ˆ k2k ˆ expp´p1` op1qq
a
logXq “ op1q.
This concludes the proof of (7.5).
Finally, we prove (7.6). We consider first the contribution of the case where there are
no collisions, so that tp1, . . . , pku is disjoint from tp11, . . . , p1ku. In this case, we have
Ppγ, γ1 Ă GXq “ 1
p1 . . . pkp
1
1 . . . p
1
k
and so this contribution to (7.6) is bounded byÿ
γ,γ1PΓ:γpkq“γ1pkq
wγwγ1
p1 . . . pkp
1
1 . . . p
1
k
.
One can bound this by the probability that γpkq “ γ1pkq, where γ, γ1 are selected as in
the proof of (7.4). But if we fix the variables p11, . . . , p
1
k, p1, . . . , pk´1, then the constraint
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γpkq “ γ1pkq is only satisfiable for a single value p0k of pk in I, and so the probability
here can be bounded using Lemma 7.1 by
! 1
p0k log logX
! 1
expp?logXq
which is acceptable.
Now we consider the contribution of the case where there is at least one collision. By
the computations used to prove (7.5), this contribution is bounded by
kÿ
r“1
ÿ
pi1,j1q,...,pir,jrq
ÿ
γ,γ1PΓ:γpkq“γ1pkq
wγwγ1
rź
l“1
1pil“p1jl1pil |p1`¨¨¨`pil´1´p
1
1´¨¨¨´p1jl´1
pi1 . . . pir
p1 . . . pkp
1
1 . . . p
1
k
.
If one does not have il “ l for all l “ 1, . . . , r, then we can discard the γpkq “ γ1pkq
constraint and use the computations used to prove (7.5) to obtain a bound of expp´p1`
op1qq?logXq, which is acceptable. Thus we may assume that il “ l for all l “ 1, . . . , r.
Now suppose that r ă k, so that pk is not one of the p1il . If we fix p11, . . . , p1k, p1, . . . , pk´1,
then as before the constraint γpkq “ γ1pkq is satisfiable for only a single value of pk.
Repeating the argument used to control (7.11), we see that the contribution of this case
is also expp´p1` op1qq?logXq, which is acceptable. Thus we may assume that r “ k.
The constraint γpkq “ γ1pkq is now automatic, and we simplify this contribution to
ÿ
p1,j1q,...,pk,jkq
ÿ
γ,γ1PΓ
wγwγ1
kź
l“1
1pl“p1jl1pl|p1`¨¨¨`pl´1´p
1
1´¨¨¨´p1jl´1
pl
(7.13)
where the outer sum is over permutations pj1, . . . , jkq of p1, . . . , kq.
Suppose that jl ‰ l for some 1 ď l ď k. Let l0 be the least such l, so that jl “ l for
l ă l0 and jl0 ą l0. Then the constraint
pl0|p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pl0´1 ´ p11 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ p1jl0´1
simplifies (using pl “ p1jl) to
pl0|p1l0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p1jl0´1
which is a non-trivial constraint since jl0 ą l0. In particular, if we fix p1, . . . , pl0´1, pl0`1, . . . , pk,
and hence all of the p1j except p
1
jl0
, we see that pl0 is constrained to be a prime fac-
tor of a number of size at most kX1{200; since pl0 lies in I, we see that there are at
most Op?logXq choices for pl0 , and the total sum of 1pl0 across these choices is thus
Op?logX expp´?logXqq. Using this and Lemma 7.1, and discarding all the other con-
straints 1pl|p1`¨¨¨`pl´1´p11´¨¨¨´p1jl´1, we bound the contribution of (7.13) of a single suchp1, j1q, . . . , pk, jkq (which determines l0) as
expp´p1` op1qq
a
logXq
ÿ
p1,...,pl0´1,pl0`1,...,pkPI
1
p1 . . . pl0´1pl0`1 . . . pk
which by (7.12) is bounded by Oplog logXqk expp´p1 ` op1qq?logXq ď expp´p1 `
op1qq?logXq which is acceptable.
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The only remaining case occurs when jl “ l for all 1 ď l ď k, at which point γ1 is
equal to γ, the constraints pl|p1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pl´1´ p11´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ p1jl´1 can be discarded, and the
contribution to (7.13) collapses to ÿ
γPΓ
w2γ
1
p1 . . . pk
.
This can be bounded by the expectation of wγ, where γ is chosen as in the proof of
(7.4). But from Lemma 7.1, this expectation is at most exppOpkqq{plog logXqk, which
from the choice (7.1) of k is (barely) Oplog´100Xq, which is acceptable. This proves
(7.6), and tracing back all the preceding reductions we finally arrive at Theorem 1.9.
8. A Vinogradov type result
In this section we prove the following result of Vinogradov type which was needed in
the proof of Lemma 6.3.
Proposition 8.1. Let X be large, let I1, I2, I3 denote the intervals
I1 :“ pX, 3Xs; I2 :“ p5X, 7Xs; I3 :“ p3X, 5Xs
and let m P r´X,Xs be odd. Let A be an integer. Then there are — X2{plogXq3 triples
pp1, p2, p3q of primes with p1 P I1, p2 P I2, p3 P I3 such that
m “ ´p1 ` p2 ´ p3
and such that A´ p1, A´ p1 ` p2 are not divisible by p2 for any p ď w.
The proof of Proposition 8.1 relies crucially on the following slight modification of
Vinogradov’s result on representing odd integers as sums of three primes.
Lemma 8.2. We have, for m odd and fixed square-free k, and any a1, a2,ÿ
m“´p1`p2´p3
pjPIj
p1”a1 pmod k2q
p2”a2 pmod k2q
1 “ GpmqSpmqplogXq3 ¨ 1pk,´a1`a2´mq“pk,a1q“pk,a2q“1 ¨
fppk,mqqgpkq
kϕpkq3 ` o
´ X2
plogXq3
¯
,
where Gpmq “ #tpn1, n2, n3q P I1ˆI2ˆI3 : m “ ´n1`n2´n3u and f, g are multiplicative
functions such that
fppαq “ fppq “
´
1` 1pp´ 1q3
¯
¨
´
1´ 1pp´ 1q2
¯´1
gppαq “ gppq “
´
1` 1pp´ 1q3
¯´1
.
Finally
Spmq :“
ź
p|M
p1´ 1pp´ 1q2 q ˆ
ź
p ­|M
p1` 1pp´ 1q3 q
is the usual singular series appearing in Vinogradov’s three-primes theorem.
Proof. This follows from a very minor modification of a generalization of Vinogradov’s
result due to Ayoub [1] (we only need to handle the additional condition pj P Ij , @j ď
3). 
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One can easily compute that Gpmq — X2 and Spmq, fppk,mqq, gpkq — 1. Thus we
have a cruder version ÿ
m“´p1`p2´p3
pjPIj
p1”a1 pmod k2q
p2”a2 pmod k2q
1 — X
2
log3X
´ 1
kϕpkq3 ` op1q
¯
(8.1)
of the above lemma, when a1, a2,´a1 ` a2 ´m are all coprime to k. This is the only
consequence of the above lemma that we will need.
We are now ready to prove Proposition 8.1.
Proof of Proposition 8.1. Note that the only properties of the integer A which are rele-
vant are its reductions modulo p2 for p ď w. Thus, by the Chinese remainder theorem,
we may assume that 0 ď A ăśpďw p2. We may rewrite the desired claim asÿ
m“´p1`p2´p3
pjPIj
µ2wpA´ p1qµ2wpA ´ p1 ` p2q —
X2
log3X
(8.2)
where µ2wpnq is the indicator function of integers not divisible by a p2 ď w, and p1, p2, p3
are understood to be prime.
Notice that for any fixed C, we have
µ2wpA´ p1qµ2wpA´ p1 ` p2q ě 1 p2∤A´p1
p2∤A´p1`p2
@pďC
´
ÿ
Cďpďw
p2|A´p1
1´
ÿ
Cďpďw
p2|A´p1`p2
1. (8.3)
We view the last two terms on the right-hand side as contributing error terms to be
upper bounded using sieves. The first error term contributes to the left hand side
of (8.2)ÿ
Cďpďw
ÿ
m“´p1`p2´p3
pjPIj ,@jď3
p2|A´p1
1
ď
ÿ
Cďpďw
ÿ
p1”A pmod p2q
p1PI1
|tn P I2 X pm` p1 ` I3q : n, n ´m´ p1 primeu|.
(8.4)
The requirement that n, n ´m ´ p1 are prime removes two residue classes mod p for
p ď X not dividing m` p1, and one residue class mod p for p ď X dividing m` p1. A
standard upper bound sieve (see e.g. [9, Theorem 3.12]) then gives
|tn P I2 X pm` p1 ` I3q : n, n ´m´ p1 primeu| ! X
log2X
ź
pďX:p|m`p1
p1` 1
p
q
! X
log2X
ÿ
d|m`p1
1
d
! X
log2X
ÿ
d!
?
X:d|m`p1
1
d
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since m` p1 ! X and we may pair d with m`p1d . Thus we may upper bound (8.4) by
! X
log2X
ÿ
Cďpďw
ÿ
d!
?
X
1
d
ÿ
p1”A pmod p2q
p1PI1:d|m`p1
1.
Applying the Brun-Titchmarsh inequality, we may bound this by
! X
2
log3X
ÿ
Cďpďw
ÿ
d
1
dϕprp2, dsq
where rp2, ds denotes the least common multiple of p2 and d. By Euler products the
innermost sum is Op1{p2q, and so this expression is O
´
1
C
X2
log3 X
¯
.
Similarly, the second error term in (8.3) contributes to the left hand side of (8.2)
ÿ
Cďpďw
ÿ
m“´p1`p2´p3
pjPIj ,@jď3
p2|A´p1`p2
1
“
ÿ
Cďpďw
ÿ
p3PI3
p2|A`m`p3
|tn P I1 X pI2 ´m´ p3q : n,m` n ` p3 primeu|.
(8.5)
As before, standard upper bound sieves give
|tn P I1 X pI2 ´m´ p3q : n,m` n` p3 primeu| ! X
log2X
ÿ
d!
?
X:d|m`p3
1
d
and an application of Brun-Titchmarsh as before shows that the second error term is
also O
´
1
C
X2
log3X
¯
.
It remains to understand the contribution of the main term. Observe that for each
prime p, there are at least pp´1qpp´2q ą p2´3p pairs of residue classes a1, a2 pmod pq
such that a1, a2,´a1 ` a2 ´m are all coprime to p. Thus, there are at least p4 ´ 3p3
pairs of residue classes a1, a2 pmod p2q such that a1, a2,´a1 ` a2 ´m are coprime to p.
Of these pairs, there are at most 2p2 pairs such that one of A ´ a1 or A ´ a1 ` a2 is
divisible by p2. By the Chinese remainder theorem, setting P :“ śpďC p, we conclude
that there are at least
ś
pďCpp4 ´ 3p3 ´ 2p2q residue classes a1, a2 pmod P2q such that
a1, a2,´a1 ` a2 ´ m are coprime to all primes p ď C, and A ´ a1, A ´ a1 ` a2 are
not divisible by p2 for any p ď C. For any such fixed tuple pa1, a2q we apply (8.1) to
conclude (for X sufficiently large depending on C) that
ÿ
m“´p1`p2´p3
pjPIj ,@jď3
p1”a1 pmod P2q
p2”a2 pmod P2q
1 " 1
PϕpPq3 ¨
X2
log3X
.
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Summing, we may thus lower bound the contribution of the main term (for C large) by
"
ś
pďCpp4 ´ 3p3 ´ 2p2q
PϕpPq3
X2
log3X
“
ź
pďC
ˆ
p4 ´ 3p3 ´ 2p2
ppp´ 1q3
˙
X2
log3X
“
ź
pďC
ˆpp´ 1q3 ´ 5p` 1
pp´ 1q3
˙
X2
log3X
" X
2
log3X
with the implied constant uniform in C. For C large enough (and X sufficiently large
depending on C), this lower bound dominates the two error terms, and we obtain the
claim. 
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